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Abstract

Selective rationalization aims to produce de-
cisions along with rationales (e.g., text high-
lights or word alignments between two sen-
tences). Commonly, rationales are modeled as
stochastic binary masks, requiring sampling-
based gradient estimators, which complicates
training and requires careful hyperparameter
tuning. Sparse attention mechanisms are a de-
terministic alternative, but they lack a way to
regularize the rationale extraction (e.g., to con-
trol the sparsity of a text highlight or the num-
ber of alignments). In this paper, we present
a unified framework for deterministic extrac-
tion of structured explanations via constrained
inference on a factor graph, forming a differen-
tiable layer. Our approach greatly eases train-
ing and rationale regularization, generally out-
performing previous work on what comes to
performance and plausibility of the extracted
rationales. We further provide a comparative
study of stochastic and deterministic methods
for rationale extraction for classification and
natural language inference tasks, jointly as-
sessing their predictive power, quality of the
explanations, and model variability.

1 Introduction

Selective rationalization (Lei et al., 2016; Bastings
et al., 2019; Swanson et al., 2020) is a powerful ex-
plainability method, in which we construct models
(rationalizers) that produce an explanation or ra-
tionale (e.g: text highlights or alignments; Zaidan
et al. 2007) along with the decision.

One, if not the main, drawback of rationalizers
is that it is difficult to train the generator and the
predictor jointly under instance-level supervision
(Jain et al., 2020). Hard attention mechanisms that
stochastically sample rationales employ regular-
ization to encourage sparsity and contiguity, and
make it necessary to estimate gradients using the
score function estimator (SFE), also known as RE-
INFORCE (Williams, 1992), or reparameterized

gradients (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Jang et al.,
2017). Both of these factors substantially compli-
cate training by requiring sophisticated hyperpa-
rameter tuning and lead to brittle and fragile mod-
els that exhibit high variance over multiple runs.
Other works use strategies such as top-k to map
token-level scores to rationales, but also require
gradient estimations to train both modules jointly
(Paranjape et al., 2020; Chang et al., 2020). In turn,
sparse attention mechanisms (Treviso and Martins,
2020) are deterministic and have exact gradients,
but lack a direct way to control sparsity and con-
tiguity in the rationale extraction. This raises the
question: how can we build an easy-to-train fully
differentiable rationalizer that allows for flexible
constrained rationale extraction?

To answer this question, we introduce sparse
structured text rationalization (SPECTRA),
which employs LP-SparseMAP (Niculae and Mar-
tins, 2020), a constrained structured prediction al-
gorithm, to provide a deterministic, flexible and
modular rationale extraction process. We exploit
our method’s inherent flexibility to extract high-
lights and interpretable text matchings with a di-
verse set of constraints.

Our contributions are:

• We present a unified framework for determin-
istic extraction of structured rationales (§3)
such as constrained highlights and matchings;

• We show how to add constraints on the ratio-
nale extraction, and experiment with several
structured and hard constraint factors, exhibit-
ing the modularity of our strategy;

• We conduct a rigorous comparison between
deterministic and stochastic rationalizers (§4)
for both highlights and matchings extraction.

Experiments on selective rationalization for sen-
timent classification and natural language infer-
ence (NLI) tasks show that our proposed approach
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Method Deterministic
Training

Exact
Gradients

Constrained
Extraction

Encourages
Contiguity

Lei et al. (2016) % % % !
Bastings et al. (2019) % % ! !
Treviso and Martins (2020) ! ! % %
SPECTRA (ours) ! ! ! !

Table 1: Positioning of our approach in the literature of rationalization for highlights extraction. Our method is an
easy-to-train fully differentiable deterministic rationalizer that allows for flexible rationale regularization.

achieves better or competitive performance and
similarity with human rationales, while exhibiting
less variability and easing rationale regularization
when compared to previous approaches.1

2 Background

2.1 Rationalization for Highlights Extraction

Rationalization models for highlights extraction,
also known as select-predict or explain-predict
models (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2021; Zhang et al.,
2021b), are based on a cooperative framework be-
tween a rationale generator and a predictor: the
generator component encodes the input text and
extracts a “rationale” (e.g., a subset of highlighted
words), and the predictor classifies the input con-
ditioned only on the extracted rationale. Typically,
this is done by obfuscating the words that are not
in the rationale with a binary mask.

Highlights Extraction. We consider a standard
text classification or regression setup, in which we
are given an input sequence x ∈ RD×L, where
D is the embedding size and L is the sequence
length (number of words), and we want to pre-
dict its corresponding label y ∈ R for regression
or y ∈ {1, . . . , C} for classification. A gener-
ator model, gen, encodes the input text x into
token-level scores. Then, a rationale z, e.g. a
binary mask over the tokens, is extracted based
on these scores. Subsequently, the predictor model
makes predictions conditioned only on the rationale
ŷ = pred(z � x), where � denotes the Hadamard
(elementwise) product.

End-to-end Training and Testing Procedure.
While most rationalization methods deterministi-
cally select the rationale at test time, there are dif-
ferences on how these models are trained. For
instance, Lei et al. (2016) and Bastings et al.
(2019) use stochastic binary variables (Bernoulli

1Our library for rationalization is available at
https://github.com/deep-spin/spectra-rationalization.

and HardKuma, respectively), and sample the ratio-
nale z ∼ gen(x) ∈ {0, 1}L, whereas Treviso and
Martins (2020) make a continuous relaxation of
these binary variables and define the rationale as a
sparse probability distribution over the tokens, z =
sparsemax(gen(x)) or z = α-entmax(gen(x)).
In the latter approach, instead of a binary vector,
we have z ∈ 4L−1, where 4L−1 is the L − 1
probability simplex 4L−1 := {p ∈ RL : 1>p =
1,p ≥ 0}. Words receiving non-zero probability
are considered part of the rationale.

Rationalizers that use hard attention mecha-
nisms or heuristics to extract the rationales are
distinctively hard to train end-to-end, as they re-
quire marginalization over all possible rationales,
which is intractable in practice. Thus, recourse to
sampling-based gradient estimations is a necessity,
either via REINFORCE-style training, which ex-
hibits high variance (Lei et al., 2016; Chang et al.,
2020), or via reparameterized gradients (Bastings
et al., 2019; Paranjape et al., 2020). This renders
training these models a complex and cumbersome
task. These approaches are often brittle and fragile
for the high sensitivity that they show to changes
in the hyperparameters and to variability due to
sampling. On the other hand, existing rationaliz-
ers that use sparse attention mechanisms (Treviso
and Martins, 2020) such as sparsemax attention,
while being deterministic and end-to-end differen-
tiable, do not have a direct handle to constrain the
rationale in terms of sparsity and contiguity. We
endow them with these capabilities in this paper as
shown in Table 1, where we position our work in
the literature for highlights extraction.

Constrained Rationale Extraction. Existing ra-
tionalizers are extractive: they select and extract
words or word pairs to form the rationale. Since
a rationalizer that extracts the whole input would
be meaningless as an explainer, they must have a
length constraint or a sparsity inducing component.
Moreover, rationales are idealized to encourage
selection of contiguous words, as there is some

https://github.com/deep-spin/spectra-rationalization
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evidence that this improves readibility (Jain et al.,
2020). Some works opt to introduce regulariza-
tion terms placed on the binary mask such as the
`1 norm and the fused-lasso penalty to encourage
sparse and compact rationales (Lei et al., 2016;
Bastings et al., 2019). Others use hard constraints
through heuristics such as top-k, which is not con-
tiguous but sparse, or select a chunk of text with a
pre-specified length that corresponds to the highest
total score over all possible spans of that length
(Chang et al., 2020; Paranjape et al., 2020; Jain
et al., 2020). Sparse attention mechanisms can also
be used to extract rationales, but since the rationales
are constrained to be in the simplex, controlling the
number of selected tokens and simultaneously pro-
moting contiguity is non-trivial.

2.2 Rationalization for Matchings Extraction

For this task, we consider a natural language infer-
ence setup in which classification is made based on
two input sentences: a premise xP ∈ RD×LP and
a hypothesis xH ∈ RD×LH , where LP and LH are
the sequence lengths of the premise and hypothesis,
respectively, and D is the embedding size. A gen-
erator model (gen) encodes xP and xH separately
and then computes pairwise costs between the en-
coded representations to produce a score matrix
S ∈ RLP×LH . The score matrix S is then used
to compute an alignment matrix Z ∈ RLP×LH ,
where zij = 1 if the ith premise word is aligned
to the jth word in the hypothesis. Z subsequently
acts as a sparse mask to obtain text representations
that are aggregated with the original encoded se-
quences and fed to a predictor to obtain the output
predictions.

2.3 Structured Prediction on Factor Graphs

Finding the highest scored rationale under the con-
straints described above is a structured prediction
problem, which involves searching over a very
large and combinatorial space. We assume that a
rationale z can be represented as an L-dimensional
binary vector. For example, in highlights extrac-
tion, L is the number of words in the document and
z is a binary mask selecting the relevant words;
and in the extraction of matchings, L = LP × LH

and z is a flattened binary vector whose entries
indicate if a premise word is aligned to a word in
the hypothesis. We let Z ⊆ {0, 1}L be the set of
rationales that satisfy the given constraints, and let
s = gen(x) ∈ RL be a vector of scores.

Factor Graph. In the sequel, we consider prob-
lems that consist of multiple interacting subprob-
lems. Niculae and Martins (2020) present struc-
tured differentiable layers, which decompose a
given problem into simpler subproblems, instan-
tiated as local factors that must agree when over-
lapped. Formally, we assume a factor graph F ,
where each factor f ∈ F corresponds to a subset
of variables. We denote by zf = (zi)i∈f the vector
of variables corresponding to factor f . Each factor
has a local score function hf (zf ). Examples are
hard constraint factors, which take the form

hf (zf ) =

{
0 if zf ∈ Zf

−∞ otherwise,
(1)

where Zf is a polyhedral set imposing hard con-
straints (see Table 2 for examples); and structured
factors, which define more complex functions with
structural dependencies on zf , such as

hf (zf ) =
L−1∑
i=1

ri,i+1zi,i+1, (2)

where ri,i+1 ∈ R are edge scores, which together
define a sequential factor. We require that for any
factor the following local subproblem is tractable:

ẑf = arg max
zf∈{0,1}|f |

s>f zf + hf (zf ). (3)

MAP inference. The problem of identifying the
highest-scoring global structure, known as maxi-
mum a posteriori (MAP) inference, is written as:

ẑ = arg max
z∈{0,1}L

(
s>z +

∑
f∈F

hf (zf )
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
score(z;s)

. (4)

The objective being maximized is the global score
function score(z; s), which combines information
coming from all factors. The solution of the MAP
problem is a vector ẑ whose entries are zeros and
ones. However, it is often difficult to obtain an ex-
act maximization algorithm for complex structured
problems that involve interacting subproblems that
impose global agreement constraints.

Gibbs distribution and sampling. The global
score function can be used to define a Gibbs dis-
tribution p(z; s) ∝ exp(score(z; s)). The MAP
in (4) is the mode of this distribution. Sometimes
(e.g. in stochastic rationalizers) we want to sam-
ple from this distribution, ẑ ∼ p(z; s). Exact,
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unbiased samples are often intractable to obtain,
and approximate sampling strategies have to be
used, such as perturb-and-MAP (Papandreou and
Yuille, 2011; Corro and Titov, 2019a,b). These
strategies necessitate gradient estimators for end-
to-end training, which are often obtained via REIN-
FORCE (Williams, 1992) or reparametrized gradi-
ents (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Jang et al., 2017).

LP-MAP inference. In many cases, the MAP
problem (4) is intractable due to the overlapping
interaction of the factors f ∈ F . A commonly
used relaxation is to replace the integer constraints
z ∈ {0, 1}L by continuous constraints, leading to:

ẑ = arg max
z∈[0,1]L

score(z; s). (5)

The problem above is known as LP-MAP inference
(Wainwright and Jordan, 2008). In some cases (for
example, when the factor graph F does not have
cycles), LP-MAP inference is exact, i.e., it gives
the same results as MAP inference. In general, this
does not happen, but for many problems in NLP,
LP-MAP relaxations are often nearly optimal (Koo
et al., 2010; Martins et al., 2015). Importantly,
computation in the hidden layer of these problems
may render the network unsuitable for gradient-
based training, as with MAP inference.

LP-SparseMAP inference. The optimization
problem respective to LP-SparseMAP is the `2 reg-
ularized LP-MAP (Niculae and Martins, 2020):

ẑ = arg max
z∈[0,1]L

(
score(z; s)−1/2‖z‖2

)
. (6)

Unlike MAP and LP-MAP, the LP-SparseMAP
relaxation is suitable to train with gradient back-
propagation. Moreover, it favors sparse vectors ẑ,
i.e., vectors that have only a few non-zero entries.
One of the most appealing features of this method
is that it is modular: an arbitrary complex factor
graph can be instantiated as long as a MAP oracle
for each of the constituting factors is provided. This
approach generalizes SparseMAP (Niculae et al.,
2018), which requires an exact MAP oracle for the
factor graph in its entirety. In fact, LP-SparseMAP
recovers SparseMAP when there is a single factor
F = {f}. By only requiring a MAP oracle for
each f ∈ F , LP-SparseMAP makes it possible to
instantiate more expressive factor graphs for which
MAP is typically intractable. Table 2 lists several
logic constraint factors which are used in this paper.

Factor Name Imposed Constraint

XOR
∑

zk = 1
AtMostOne

∑
zk ≤ 1

BUDGET
∑

zk ≤ B

Table 2: Collection of logic factors and its imposed con-
straints. Each of these factors defines a constraint set
Zf as described in §2.3.

3 Deterministic Structured Rationalizers

The idea behind our approach for selective ratio-
nalization is very simple: leverage the inherent
flexibility and modularity of LP-SparseMAP for
constrained, deterministic and fully differentiable
rationale extraction.

3.1 Highlights Extraction
Model Architecture. We use the model setting
described in §2. First, a generator model produces
token-level scores si, i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. We propose
replacing the current rationale extraction mecha-
nisms (e.g. sampling from a Bernoulli distribu-
tion, or using sparse attention mechanisms) with
an LP-SparseMAP extraction layer that computes
token-level values ẑ ∈ [0, 1]L, which are then used
to mask the original sequence for prediction. Due
to LP-SparseMAP’s propensity for sparsity, many
entries in ẑ will be zero, which approaches what is
expected from a binary mask.

Factor Graphs. The definition of the factor
graph F is central to the rationale extraction, as
each of the local factors f ∈ F will impose con-
straints on the highlight. We start by instantiating a
factor graph with L binary variables (one for each
token) and a pairwise factor for every pair of con-
tiguous tokens:

F = {PAIR(zi, zi+1; ri,i+1) : 1 ≤ i < L}, (7)

which yields the binary pairwise MRF (§2.3)

score(z; s) =
L∑
i=1

sizi +
L−1∑
i=1

ri,i+1zizi+1. (8)

Instantiating this factor with non-negative edge
scores, ri,i+1 ≥ 0, encourages contiguity on the ra-
tionale extraction. Making use of the modularity of
the method, we impose sparsity by further adding
a BUDGET factor (see Table 2):

F ={PAIR(zi, zi+1; ri,i+1) : 1 ≤ i < L}
∪ {BUDGET(z1, . . . , zL;B)}. (9)
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The size of the rationale is constrained to be, at
most, B% of the input document size. Intuitively,
the lower the B, the shorter the extracted ratio-
nales will be. Notice that this graph is composed
of L local factors. Thus, LP-SparseMAP would
have to enforce agreement between all these fac-
tors in order to compute z. Interestingly, factor
graph representations are usually not unique. In
our work, we instantiate an equivalent formulation
of the factor graph in Eq. 9 that consists of a single
factor, H:SeqBudget. This factor can be seen as
an extension of that of the LP-Sequence model in
Niculae and Martins (2020): a linear-chain Markov
factor with MAP provided by the Viterbi algorithm
(Viterbi, 1967; Rabiner, 1989). The difference re-
sides in the additional budget constraints that are
incorporated in the MAP decoding. These con-
straints can be handled by augmenting the number
of states in the dynamic program to incorporate
how many words in the budget have already been
consumed at each time step, leading to time com-
plexity O(LB).

3.2 Matchings Extraction

Model Architecture. Our architecture is in-
spired by ESIM (Chen et al., 2017). First, a gener-
ator model encodes two documents xP , xH sepa-
rately to obtain the encodings (h̃P

1 , . . . , h̃
P
LP

) and
(h̃H

1 , . . . , h̃
H
LH

), respectively. Then, we compute
alignment dot-product pairwise scores between the
encoded representations to produce a score matrix
S ∈ RLP×LH such that sij = 〈h̃P

i , h̃
H
j 〉. We

use LP-SparseMAP to obtain Z, a constrained
structured symmetrical alignment Z in which
zij ∈ [0, 1], as described later. Then, we “aug-
ment” each word in the premise and hypothe-
sis with the corresponding aligned weighted av-
erage by computing h̄P

i =
[
h̃P
i ,
∑

j zij h̃
H
j

]
and

h̄H
j =

[
h̃H
j ,
∑

i zji h̃
P
i

]
, and separately feed these

vectors to another encoder and pool to find rep-
resentations rP and rH . Finally, the feature vec-
tor r = [rP , rH , rP − rH , rP � rH ] is fed to
a classification head for the final prediction. We
also experiment with a strategy in which we as-
sume that the hypothesis is known and the premise
is masked for faithful prediction. We consider
h̄P
i =

[∑
j zij h̃

H
j

]
, such that the only informa-

tion about the premise that the model has to make a
prediction comes from the alignment and its mask-
ing of the encoded representation.

Factor Graphs. We instantiate three different
factor graphs for matchings extraction. The first
– M:XorAtMostOne – is the same as the LP-
Matching factor used in Niculae and Martins (2020)
with one XOR factor per row and one AtMostOne
factor per column:

F = {XOR(zi1, ..., zin) : 1 ≤ i ≤ LP (10)

∪ {AtMostOne(z1j , ..., zmj) : 1 ≤ j ≤ LH}

which requires at least one active alignment for
each word of the premise, since the ith word in the
premise must be connected to the hypothesis. The
jth word in the hypothesis, however, is not con-
strained to be aligned to any word in the premise.
In the second factor graph – M:AtMostOne2 –
we alleviate the XOR restriction on the premise
words to an AtMostOne restriction. The expected
output is a sparser matching for there is no require-
ment of an active alignment for each word of the
premise. The third factor graph – M:Budget –
allows us to have more refined control on the spar-
sity of the resulting matching, by adding an extra
global BUDGET factor (with budget B) to the fac-
tor graph of M:AtMostOne2 so that the resulting
matching will have at most B active alignments.

Stochastic Matchings Extraction. Prior work
for selective rationalization of text matching uses
constrained variants of optimal transport to obtain
the rationale (Swanson et al., 2020). Their model
is end-to-end differentiable using the Sinkhorn al-
gorithm (Cuturi, 2013a). Thus, in order to provide
a comparative study of stochastic and deterministic
methods for rationalization of text matchings, we
implement a perturb-and-MAP rationalizer (§2.3).
We perturb the scores sij by computing S̃ = S+P ,
in which each element of P contains random sam-
ples from the Gumbel distribution, pij ∼ G(0, 1).
We utilize these perturbed scores to compute non-
symmetrical alignments from the premise to the
hypothesis and vice-versa, such that their entries
are in [0, 1]. At test time, we obtain the most prob-
able matchings, such that their entries are in {0, 1}.
These matchings are such that every word in the
premise must be connected to a single word in the
hypothesis and vice-versa.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Highlights for Sentiment Classification
Data and Evaluation. We used the SST, Ag-
News, IMDB, and Hotels datasets for text clas-
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sification and the BeerAdvocate dataset for regres-
sion. The statistics and details of all datasets can
be found in §A. The rationale specified lengths, as
percentage of each document, for the strategies that
impose fixed sparsity are 20% for the SST, AgNews
and IMDB datasets, 15% for the Hotels dataset, and
10% for the BeerAdvocate dataset. We evaluate
end task performance (Macro F1 for classification
tasks and MSE for regression), and matching with
human annotations through token-level F1 score
(DeYoung et al., 2019) for the datasets that contain
human annotations.

Baselines. We compare our results with three
versions of the stochastic rationalizer of Lei et al.
(2016): the original one – SFE – which uses the
score function estimator to estimate the gradients;
a second one – SFE w/ Baseline – which uses SFE
with a moving average baseline variance reduction
technique; a third – Gumbel – in which we em-
ploy the Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization (Jang
et al., 2017) to reparameterize the Bernoulli vari-
ables; and, a fourth – HardKuma – in which we
employ HardKuma variables (Bastings et al., 2019)
instead of Bernoulli variables and use reparameter-
ized gradients for training end-to-end. Moreover,
the latter rationalizer employs a Lagrangian relax-
ation to solve the constrained optimization problem
of targeting specific sparsity rates. We also experi-
mented with two deterministic strategies that use
sparse attention mechanisms: a first that utilizes
sparsemax (Martins and Astudillo, 2016), and a
second that utilizes fusedmax (Niculae and Blon-
del, 2019) which encourages the network to pay
attention to contiguous segments of text, by adding
an additional total variation regularizer, inspired by
the fused lasso. It is a natural deterministic counter-
part of the constrained rationalizer proposed by Lei
et al. (2016), since the regularization encourages
both sparsity and contiguity. The use of fused-
max for this task is new to the best of our knowl-
edge. Similarly to Jain et al. (2020), we found that
the stochastic rationalizers of Lei et al. (2016) and
its variants (SFE, SFE w/ Baseline and Gumbel)
require cumbersome hyperparameter search and
tend to degenerate in such a way that the gener-
ated rationales are either the whole input text or
empty text. Thus, at inference time, we follow the
strategy proposed by Jain et al. (2020) and restrict
the generated rationale to a specified length ` via
two mappings: contiguous, in which the span of
length `, out of all the spans of this length, whose

token-level scores cumulative sum is the highest
is selected; and top-k, in which the ` tokens with
highest token-level scores are selected. Contrary to
(Jain et al., 2020), for the rationalizer of Bastings
et al. (2019) (HardKuma), we carefully tuned both
the model hyperparameters and the Lagrangian re-
laxation algorithm hyperparameters, so as to use
the deterministic policy in testing time that they
propose.2 All implementation details can be found
in §C. We also report the full-text baselines for
each dataset in §D.

4.2 Matchings for Natural Language
Inference

Data and Evaluation. We used the English lan-
guage SNLI and MNLI datasets (Bowman et al.,
2015; Chen et al., 2017). We evaluate end task
performance for both datasets. For the experi-
ments with the M:Budget, we used a fixed budget
of B = 4 for SNLI and B = 6 for MNLI. We
also conduct further experiments with the HANS
dataset (McCoy et al., 2019) which aims to anal-
yse the use of linguistic heuristics (lexical overlap,
constituent and subsequence heuristics) of NLI sys-
tems. The statistics and details of each dataset can
be found in §B.

Baselines. We compare our results with variants
of constrained optimal transport for selective ra-
tionalization employed by Swanson et al. (2020):
relaxed 1:1, which is similar in nature to our pro-
posed M:AtMostOne2 factor; and exact k = 4 sim-
ilar to our proposed M:Budget with budget B = 4.
We also replicate the LP-matching implementation
of Niculae and Martins (2020) which consists of
the original ESIM model described in §3.2 with
Z as the output of the LP-SparseMAP problem
with a M:XorAtMostOne factor. Importantly, both
these models aggregate the encoded premise rep-
resentation with the information that comes from
the alignment. All implementation details can be
found in §C. We also report the ESIM baselines in
§D.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Extraction of Text Highlights
Predictive Performance. We report the predic-
tive performances of all models in Table 3. We

2We have found that using the deterministic policy at test-
ing time proposed by Bastings et al. (2019) instead of the
top-k or contiguous strategies is critical to achieve good per-
formance with the HardKuma rationalizer.
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Method Rationale SST ↑ AgNews ↑ IMDB ↑ Beer ↓ Hotels ↑

SFE top-k .76 (.71/.80) .92 (.92/.92) .84 (.72/.88) .018 (.016/.020) .66 (.62/.69)
contiguous .71 (.68/.75) .86 (.85/.86) .65 (.57/.73) .020 (.019/.024) .62 (.34/.72)

SFE w/ Baseline top-k .78 (.76/.80) .92 (.92/.93) .82 (.72/.88) .019 (.017/.020) .56 (.34/.64)
contiguous .70 (.64/.75) .86 (.84/.86) .76 (.73/.80) .021 (.019/.025) .55 (.34/.69)

Gumbel top-k .70 (.67/.72) .78 (.73/.84) .74 (.71/.78) .026 (.018/.041) .83 (.73/.92)
contiguous .67 (.67/.68) .77 (.74/.81) .72 (.72/.73) .043 (.040/.048) .74 (.65/.84)

HardKuma – .80 (.80/.81) .90 (.87/.88) .87 (.90/.91) .019 (.016/.020) .90 (.88/.92)

Sparse Attention sparsemax .82 (.81/.83) .93 (.93/.93) .89 (.89/.90) .019 (.016/.021) .89 (.87/.92)
fusedmax .81 (.81/.82) .92 (.91/.92) .88 (.87/.89) .018 (.017/.019) .85 (.77/.90)

SPECTRA (ours) H:SeqBudget .80 (.79/.81) .92 (.92/.93) .90 (.89/.90) .017 (.016/.019) .91 (.90/.92)

Table 3: Model predictive performances across datasets, for stochastic ( ) and deterministic ( ) methods. We
report mean and min/max F1 scores across five random seeds on test sets for all datasets but Beer where we report
MSE. We bold the best-performing rationalized model(s) for each corpus.

Method Rationale SST AgNews IMDB Beer Hotels

HardKuma – .15 (.12/.19) .19 (.18/.19) .03 (.02/.03) .08 (.00/.17) .09 (.07/.12)

Sparse Attention sparsemax .17 (.13/.23) .13 (.11/.15) .02 (.02/.03) .11 (.09/.13) .03 (.02/.04)
fusedmax .60 (.14/1.0) .32 (.10/.66) .02 (.01/.02) .26 (.03/.98) .04 (.01/.08)

Table 4: Average size of the extracted rationales using the HardKuma stochastic rationalizer ( ) and deterministic
( ) sparse attention mechanisms. We report mean and min/max average size across five random seeds.

observe that the deterministic rationalizers that use
sparse attention mechanisms generally outperform
the stochastic rationalizers while exhibiting lower
variability across different random seeds and dif-
ferent datasets. In general and as expected, for the
stochastic models, the top-k strategy for rationale
extraction outperforms the contiguous strategy. As
reported in Jain et al. (2020), strategies that im-
pose a contiguous mapping trade coherence for
performance on the end-task. Our experiments also
show that HardKuma is the stochastic rationalizer
least prone to variability across different seeds, far-
ing competitively with the deterministic methods.
The strategy proposed in this paper, H:SeqBudget,
fares competitively with the deterministic methods
and generally outperforms the stochastic methods.
Moreover, similarly to the other deterministic ra-
tionalizers, our method exhibits lower variability
across different runs. We show examples of high-
lights extracted by SPECTRA in §G.

5.2 Quality of the Rationales
Rationale Regularization. We report in Table 4
the average size of the extracted rationales (propor-
tion of words not zeroed out) across datasets for
the stochastic HardKuma rationalizer and for each
rationalizer that uses sparse attention mechanisms.
The latter strategies do not have any mechanism to
regularize the sparsity of the extracted rationales,
which leads to variability on the rationale extrac-

tion. This is especially the case for the fusedmax
strategy, as it pushes adjacent tokens to be given
the same attention probability. This might lead to
rationale degeneration when the attention weights
are similar across all tokens. On the other hand,
HardKuma employs a Lagrangian relaxation al-
gorithm to target a predefined sparsity level. We
have found that careful hyperparameter tuning is
required across different datasets. While, gener-
ally, the average size of the extracted rationales
does not exhibit considerable variability, some ran-
dom seeds led to degeneration (the model extracts
empty rationales). Remarkably, our proposed strat-
egy utilizes the BUDGET factor to set a predefined
desired rationale length, regularizing the rationale
extraction while still applying a deterministic pol-
icy that exhibits low variability across different
runs and datasets (Table 3).

Matching with Human Annotations. We re-
port token-level F1 scores in Table 5 to evaluate
the quality of the rationales for the datasets for
which we had human annotations for the test set.
We observe that our proposed strategy and Hard-
Kuma outperform all the other methods on what
concerns matching the human annotations. This
was to be expected considering the results shown
in Table 3 and Table 4: the stochastic models other
than HardKuma do not fare competitively with the
deterministic models and their variability across
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Method Rationale Beer Hotels

SFE top-k .19 (.13/.30) .16 (.12/.30)
contiguous .35 (.18/.42) .14 (.12/.15)

SFE w/
Baseline

top-k .17 (.14/.19) .14 (.13/.18)
contiguous .41 (.37/.42) .15 (.14/.15)

Gumbel top-k .27 (.14/.39) .36 (.27/.48)
contiguous .42 (.41/.42) .36 (.29/.48)

HardKuma – .37 (.00/.90) .52 (.37/.57)

Sparse
Attention

sparsemax .48 (.41/.55) .17 (.07/.31)
fusedmax .39 (.29/.53) .25 (.09/.31)

SPECTRA
(ours) H:SeqBudget .61 (.56/.68) .37 (.34/.40)

Table 5: Evaluation of the rationales through matching
with human annotations, for stochastic ( ) and deter-
ministic ( ) methods. We report mean token-level F1

scores and min/max across five random seeds.

runs is also reflected on the token-level F1 scores;
and although the rationalizers that use sparse atten-
tion mechanisms are competitive with our proposed
strategy, the lack of regularization on what comes
to the rationale extraction leads to variable sized
rationales which is also reflected on poorer match-
ings. We also observe that, when degeneration
does not occur, HardKuma generally extracts high
quality rationales on what comes to matching the
human annotations. It is also worth remarking that
the sparsemax and top-k strategies are not expected
to fare well on this metric because human annota-
tions for these datasets are at the sentence-level.
Our strategy, however, not only pushes for sparser
rationales but also encourages contiguity on the
extraction.

5.3 Extraction of Text Matchings

Predictive Performance. We report the predic-
tive performances of all models in Table 6. Both
the strategies that use the LP-SparseMAP extrac-
tion layer and our proposed stochastic matchings
extractor outperform the OT variants for matchings
extraction. We observe that, contrary to the text
highlights experiments, the stochastic matchings
extraction model does not exhibit noticeably higher
variability compared to the deterministic models.
In general, the faithful models are competitive with
the non-faithful models. Since the latter ones are
constrained to only utilize information from the
premise that comes from alignments, these results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the alignment ex-
traction. As expected, there is a slight trade-off
between how constrained the alignment is and the
model’s predictive performance. This is more no-

Matching Structure SNLI MNLI

Not Faithful
OT relaxed 1:1† .82 –
OT exact k = 4† .81 –

Gumbel Matching .85 (.84/.85) .73 (.72/.73)
M:XorAtMostOne .86 (.86/.87) .76 (.75/.76)
M:AtMostOne2 .86 (.86/.87) .76 (.75/.76)
M:Budget .85 (.85/.86) .75 (.75/.76)

Faithful
Gumbel Matching .85 (.84/.85) .73 (.72/.73)
M:XorAtMostOne .85 (.85/.85) .73 (.72/.73)
M:AtMostOne2 .85 (.85/.85) .73 (.73/.73)
M:Budget .82 (.81/.82) .68 (.67/.68)

Table 6: Model predictive performances across
datasets, for stochastic ( ) and deterministic ( )
methods. We report mean and min/max F1 scores
across three random seeds on both SNLI and MNLI test
sets. We bold the best-performing rationalized models
for each corpus. † means results come from Swanson
et al. (2020).

HANS Subcomponent Vanilla Augmented

Entailment
Lexical Overlap .9942 .9962
Subsequence .9960 1.0
Constituent .9988 1.0

Non-entailment
Lexical Overlap .0052 .9998
Subsequence .0016 1.0
Constituent .0122 1.0

Table 7: Model predictive performances for the vanilla
and augmented models evaluated on the HANS evalu-
ation set. We report accuracies for each of the six sub-
components of the evaluation set.

ticeable with the M:Budget strategy, the most con-
strained version of our proposed strategies, in the
faithful scenario. We show examples of matchings
extracted by SPECTRA in §H.

Heuristics Analysis with HANS. We used two
different M:AtMostOne2 models for our analysis:
a first one trained on MNLI (Vanilla), and a second
one trained on MNLI augmented (Augmented)
with 30,000 HANS-like examples (≈ 8% of MNLI
original size), replicating the data augmentation
scenario in (McCoy et al., 2019). We evaluated
both models on the HANS evaluation set, which
has six subcomponents, each defined by its correct
label and the heuristic it addresses. We report the
results in Table 7. Our models behave similarly
to those in (McCoy et al., 2019): when we aug-
ment the training set with HANS-like examples, the
model no longer associates the heuristics to entail-
ment. By observation of the extracted matchings,
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we noticed that these were similar between the two
models. Thus, the effect of the augmented data re-
sides on how the information from the matchings is
used after the extraction layer. We show examples
of matchings in §H.

6 Related Work

Selective Rationalization. There is a long string
of work on interpreting predictions made by neu-
ral networks (Lipton, 2017; Doshi-Velez and Kim,
2017; Gilpin et al., 2019; Wiegreffe and Maraso-
vić, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021a). Our paper focus on
selective rationalizers, which have been used for ex-
traction of text highlights (Lei et al., 2016; Bastings
et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2019; DeYoung et al., 2019;
Treviso and Martins, 2020; Zhang et al., 2021b)
and text matchings (Swanson et al., 2020). Most
works rely on stochastic rationale generation or
deterministic attention mechanisms, but the two
approaches have never been extensively compared.
Our work adds that comparison and contributes
with an easy-to-train fully differentiable rational-
izer that allows for flexible constrained rationale
extraction. Our strategy for rationalization based
on sparse structured prediction on factor graphs
constitutes a unified framework for deterministic
extraction of different structured rationales.

Structured Prediction on Factor Graphs. Kim
et al. (2017) incorporate structured models in at-
tention mechanisms as a way to model rich struc-
tural dependencies, leading to a dense probability
distribution over structures. Niculae et al. (2018)
propose SparseMAP, which yields a sparse proba-
bility distribution over structures and can be com-
puted using calls to a MAP oracle, making it ap-
plicable to problems (e.g. matchings) for which
marginal inference is intractable but MAP is not.
However, the requirement of an exact MAP oracle
prohibits its application for more expressive struc-
tured models such as loopy graphical models and
logic constraints. This limitation is overcome by
LP-SparseMAP (Niculae and Martins, 2020) via
a local polytope relaxation, extending the previ-
ous method to sparse differentiable optimization
in any factor graph with arbitrarily complex struc-
ture. While other relaxations for matchings – such
as entropic regularization leading to Sinkhorn’s al-
gorithm (Cuturi, 2013b) – that are tractable and
efficient exist and have been used for rationaliza-
tion (Swanson et al., 2020), we use LP-SparseMAP
for rationale extraction in our work. Our approach

for rationalization focuses on learning and explain-
ing with latent structure extracted by structured
prediction on factor graphs.

Sentence Compression and Summarization.
Work on sentence compression and summarization
bears some resemblance to selective rationalization
for text highlights extraction. Titov and McDonald
(2008) propose a statistical model which is able
to discover corresponding topics in text and ex-
tract informative snippets of text by predicting a
stochastic mask via Gibbs sampling. McDonald
(2006) proposes a budgeted dynamic program in
the same vein as that of the H:SeqBudget strat-
egy for text highlights extraction. Berg-Kirkpatrick
et al. (2011) and Almeida and Martins (2013) pro-
pose models that jointly extract and compress sen-
tences. Our work differs in that our setting is com-
pletely unsupervised and we need to differentiate
through the extractive layers.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed SPECTRA, an easy-to-train
fully differentiable rationalizer that allows for flex-
ible constrained rationale extraction. We have pro-
vided a comparative study with stochastic and de-
terministic approaches for rationalization, show-
ing that SPECTRA generally outperforms previous
rationalizers in text classification and natural lan-
guage inference tasks. Moreover, it does so while
exhibiting less variability than stochastic methods
and easing regularization of the rationale extrac-
tion when compared to previous deterministic ap-
proaches. Our framework constitutes a unified
framework for deterministic extraction of differ-
ent structured rationales. We hope that our work
spurs future research on rationalization for different
structured explanations.
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A Datasets for Highlights Extraction

We used five datasets for sentiment analysis: four
for text classification (SST, AgNews, IMDB, Ho-
tels) (Socher et al., 2013; Del Corso et al., 2005;
Maas et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2010) and one for
regression (BeerAdvocate) (McAuley et al., 2012).
The Hotels and BeerAdvocate datasets contain data
instances for multiple aspects. In this work, we
use the Hotels’ location aspect and the BeerAdvo-
cate’s appearance aspect. These two datasets con-
tain sentence-level rationale annotations for their
test sets. For these datasets, we use the splits used
in Bao et al. (2018). For all other datasets, we use
the splits in Wolf et al. (2020). For IMDB and
AgNews we randomly selected 10%, 15% of exam-
ples from the training set to be used as validation
data, respectively. Table 8 shows statistics for each
dataset and rationale length as a percentage of each
document.

Dataset # Train # Test # Classes Rationale
Length (%)

SST 6920 1821 2 20
AgNews 120K 7600 4 20
IMDB 25K 25K 2 20
Hotels 12K 200 2 15
Beer 80K 997 – 10

Table 8: Dataset statistics and rationale length as a
percentage of each document.

For the datasets without human annotations, we
used the same sparsity level (20%) – Jain et al.
(2020) uses this value for AgNews and SST; for
BeerAdvocate, we used the sparsity levels used
in Lei et al. (2016) and Yu et al. (2019); and, for
Hotels we opted to select a sparsity level of 15%
(human annotations average around 10% sparsity
level).

B Datasets for Matchings Extraction

For natural language inference (NLI), we used
SNLI and MNLI (Bowman et al., 2015; Chen et al.,
2017). For MNLI, we split the MNLI matched
validation set into equal validation and test sets.
Table 9 shows statistics for each dataset and the
alignment budget used for the M:Budget factor.

For SNLI, we set the Budget B to 4 to compare
with the OT approach (OT exact k = 4) of Swanson
et al. (2020). For MNLI, we set B to 6, since the
average premise length in MNLI is around 50%
bigger than that of SNLI.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2012.14261
https://doi.org/10.1145/3437963.3441758
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Dataset # Train # Test # Classes Alignment
Budget

SNLI 550K 10K 3 4
MNLI 392K 10K 3 6
HANS 30K 30K 2 –

Table 9: Dataset statistics and alignment budget for
each dataset.

We also conduct experiments with the HANS
(McCoy et al., 2019) dataset. This dataset consists
of a controlled evaluation set to detect whether NLI
systems are exploring linguistic heuristics such as
lexical overlap, subsequence and constituent heuris-
tics. A detailed description of each of these heuris-
tics can be found in the original paper. The dataset
is also constituted by 30,000 HANS-like examples
that can be used to augment existing NLI training
sets such as SNLI or MNLI.

C Implementation Details

C.1 Rationalizers Experimental Setup

For all rationalizers, we map each input word to
300D-pretrained GloVe embeddings from 840B re-
lease (Pennington et al., 2014) that are kept frozen.
We instantiate all encoder networks as bidirectional
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) lay-
ers (BiLSTM) (w/ hidden size 200) similarly to
Lei et al. (2016); Bastings et al. (2019); Treviso
and Martins (2020). Although other works (Jain
et al., 2020; Paranjape et al., 2020) use more power-
ful BERT-based representations, we firstly experi-
mented with BiLSTM layers and noticed our results
were competitive with those reported in Jain et al.
(2020). We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and
Ba, 2017) for all experiments with learning rate
within {1× 10−3, 5× 10−4, 1× 10−4, 5× 10−5}
and `2 regularization within {10−4, 10−5}. We
also enforce a grad norm of 5.0. We train all mod-
els for highlights extraction for a minimum of 5
epochs and maximum of 25 epochs. For matchings
extraction, we set the number of minimum epochs
and maximum epochs to 3 and 10, respectively.

Training for all methods for highlights extraction
but HardKuma is stopped if Macro F1 (for classi-
fication) or MSE (for regression) is not improved
for 5 epochs. For matchings extraction, training is
stopped if Macro F1 does not improve for 3 epochs.
For HardKuma, we train until the maximum num-
ber of epochs. This is because the rationale length
might vary considerably during training due to the

Lagrangian relaxation algorithm that is employed
at training time. We found that using early stopping
would often favour models that selected almost all
of the input text. Unlike Jain et al. (2020), we
decided to carefully tune both model and the La-
grangian relaxation algorithm hyperparameters for
this rationalizer. This had a big impact on the per-
formance, as HardKuma performed poorly with the
top-k and contiguous strategies at inference time.
Even though some careful tuning is required and
degeneration might occur for some random seeds,
it is still much less cumbersome than tuning the
variants of the rationalizer of Lei et al. (2016). We
hypothesize that this is mostly due to two factors:
the control on the rationale average size that the
Lagrangian relaxation algorithm aims to impose;
and the gradient estimates with reparameterized
gradients exhibit less variance than those with the
score function estimator.

All models for highlights extraction have 1.8M
trainable parameters. Models for faithful and non-
faithful selective rationalization of text matchings
have 1.7M and 1.8M trainable parameters, respec-
tively.

C.2 SPECTRA Sparsity Regularization

During training, we apply a temperature term T
in the sparsemax and fusedmax operators. This
parameter is set within {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}. The total
variation regularization for fusedmax is set to 0.7.

For the models that use the LP-SparseMAP ex-
traction layer, we use a temperature term T set
within {0.05, 0.1, 0.2} during training. Moreover,
for the H:SeqBudget, we set the transition scores
within {0.001, 0.005} for all datasets. All hyper-
paramter searches were conducted manually.

The LP-SparseMAP problem can be interpreted
as the `2-regularized LP-MAP. Its output corre-
sponds to a probability distribution over a sparse
set of structures. Therefore LP-MAP can be seen as
LP-SparseMAP with the scores divided by a zero-
limit temperature parameter. This procedure at test
time would lead to the LP-MAP solution, which
is generally an outer relaxation of MAP (Martins
et al., 2015). When inference in the factor graph is
exact, the solutions of the LP-MAP are integer (i.e.,
LP-MAP yields the true MAP). But that is not the
case for when inference in the factor graph is not
exact. Thus, LP-SparseMAP solutions for this test
time setting might be a soft or discrete selection of
parts of the input. We used a temperature parameter
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of 10−3 at validation and testing time.

C.3 Computing Infrastructure
Our infrastructure consists of 2 machines with the
specifications shown in Table 10. The machines
were used interchangeably, and all experiments
were executed in a single GPU. We did not observe
significant differences in the execution time of our
models across different machines.

# GPU CPU

1 4×GTX 1080 Ti - 12GB 8×Intel i7-9800X @
3.80GHz - 128GB

2 4×RTX 2080 Ti - 12GB 48xIntel Xeon Silver @
2.20GHz - 128GB

Table 10: Computing infrastructure used to run our
experiments.

D Full-text Baselines

Table 11 shows the performance scores of each clas-
sifier on the test sets for highlights extraction when
feeding the full input document to the predictor.

Dataset Performance Score

SST 0.83 (.82/.83)
AgNews 0.93 (.93/.93)
IMDB 0.90 (.90/.90)
Beer 0.019 (.18/.21)
Hotels 0.87 (.86/.88)

Table 11: Model predictive performances across
datasets using full-text. We report mean and min/max
F1 scores across five random seeds on test sets for all
datasets but Beer where we report MSE.

Table 12 shows the performance scores of the
ESIM model for both SNLI and MNLI.

Dataset Performance Score

SNLI 0.86 (.86/.86)
MNLI 0.74 (.73/.74)

Table 12: ESIM predictive performances for SNLI and
MNLI. We report mean and min/max F1 scores across
three random seeds on test sets for both datasets.

E Computational Cost of SPECTRA

Tables 13 and 14 show the average training and
validation time per epoch for each dataset with the
SPECTRA strategies for highlights and matchings
extraction, respectively. We also present, for com-
parison, the average training and validation time

per epoch for some of the other methods we used
in the paper. The batch size for the models for high-
lights extraction is 32. For matchings extraction,
the batch size for all models but M:Budget is 16.
For M:Budget, the batch size is 8.

The computational time of SPECTRA depends
on several factors inherited from the use of LP-
SparseMAP as the extractive method. Generally,
the bigger the number of local factors f ∈ F , the
more costly it is to compute a solution. Thus, it
might be necessary to increase the number of it-
erations for the LP-SparseMAP to converge to a
solution for which all factors agree. We set this
number to 10 in training time following Niculae
and Martins (2020). During inference, we set a
maximum number of iterations of 1000. For high-
lights extraction, the H:SeqBudget consists of a
single factor, thus the solution is found within a sin-
gle iteration. For matchings extraction, our factors
consist of multiple local factors that impose hard
constraints that must agree in the final matching:
M:XorAtMostOne and M:AtMostOne2 consist of
LP + LH local factors, and M:Budget adds an ad-
ditional global budget factor to the factor graph
of M:AtMostOne2, yielding a more complex over-
all problem. Faster times would be achieved for
smaller values of maximum number of iterations.

Strategy SST AgNews IMDB Beer Hotels

Training Time (in seconds)

SPECTRA 20 300 600 85 550
HardKuma 18 180 120 75 220
SFE 10 165 120 40 200
Sparsemax 15 165 120 40 200

Validation Time (in seconds)

SPECTRA 2 50 45 10 60
HardKuma 1 25 15 6 30
SFE 1 25 15 6 30
Sparsemax 1 20 15 6 30

Table 13: Average training and validation time per
epoch respective to some strategies used in the paper
for each dataset used for highlights extraction.

F SPECTRA performance for varying
rationale length/alignment budget

To analyse how SPECTRA fares for different spar-
sity levels, we ran experiments for highlights ex-
traction and matchings extraction (see Table 15 and
Table 16) for different budget values.
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Strategy SNLI MNLI

Training Time (in minutes)

ESIM 26 23
M:XorAtMostOne 53 60
M:AtMostOne2 53 60
M:Budget 56 65
Gumbel 28 23

Validation Time (in seconds)

ESIM 10 10
M:XorAtMostOne 65 60
M:AtMostOne2 65 70
M:Budget 110 115
Gumbel 10 10

Table 14: Average training and validation time per
epoch for each dataset and each strategy used for
matchings extraction.

B SST ↑ AgNews ↑ IMDB ↑ Beer ↓ Hotels ↑

2 0.578 0.870 0.891 0.020 0.875
5 0.726 0.903 0.900 0.019 0.867
10 0.799 0.915 0.891 0.016 0.890
15 0.798 0.916 0.893 0.016 0.906
20 0.803 0.918 0.891 0.017 0.895

Table 15: Model predictive performances across
datasets and different budget values B for the SPEC-
TRA method for highlights extraction. We report F1

scores on test sets for all datasets but Beer where we re-
port MSE. These results are respective to one random
seed.

Budget B SNLI ↑ MNLI ↑

4 0.857 0.731
5 0.851 0.731
6 0.852 0.755

Table 16: Model predictive performances across
datasets and different budget values for the SPECTRA
method for matchings extraction. We report F1 scores
on test sets for all datasets. These results are respective
to one random seed.

G Highlights Extracted with SPECTRA

Figure 1 shows examples of highlights extracted by
SPECTRA model on the AgNews and Beer dataset.
Interestingly, when compared to human annota-
tions on the Beer dataset, we notice that SPECTRA
usually disregards highlighting stopwords. While
these explanations do not lose relevant meaning
when compared to the human explanations, this
ultimately slightly hinders the performance on the
matching with human annotations.

Dollar Rises Vs Euro on Asset Flows Data NEW YORK (Reuters) -
The dollar extended gains against the euro on Monday after a
report on �ows into U.S. assets showed enough of a rise in
foreign investments to offset the current account gap for the
month.

Stocks Climb on Drop in Consumer Prices NEW YORK - Stocks
rose for a second straight session Tuesday as a drop in
consumer prices allowed investors to put aside worries about
in�ation, at least for the short term. With gasoline prices falling
to eight-month lows, the Consumer Price Index registered a
small drop in July, giving consumers a respite from soaring
energy prices... 

Hamilton Wins Cycling Time Trial Event ATHENS, Aug. 18 Tyler
Hamilton had bruises splotched all over his back, painful
souvenirs of a Tour de France gone terribly wrong. 

1

2

3

Highlights extracted with SPECTRA for AgNews

an amber pour with hints of pink and yellow . �u�y head , good
lacing . smells of high citrus ( gf , lemon ) and some leafy �ower
plants . hops are in there somewhere . taste has the hops ; nice
crispness and �avor medium body and great mouthfeel , leaves
clean with enough taste residue to want more .

1

2

Highlights extracted with SPECTRA for Beer

hazy bright orange in color with a �uffy white head that quickly
dissipates , leaving delicate lace . way too orange looking .
aroma is very mild wheat and subtle spice completely
dominated by arti�cial orange . smells like tang . �avor ditto .
tastes like an arti�cially �avored witte . there 's no way the
orange �avor is authentic . mouthfeel is actually nice and
creamy with that good wheaty quality . too bad it tastes like an
orange soda .

i had this on-tap at tank 's taproom in tampa , � . appearance : a
deep amber body with a just darker than white head , good
lacing with ok retention . smell : very very pale malt aroma .
taste : just like autumn . toasty malts with a solid hop presence .
mouthfeel : very crisp and lager like . drinkability : good . don't
drink and review .

3

Figure 1: Examples of extracted highlights (green
shaded input tokens) with SPECTRA for AgNews and
Beer documents. For the rationales with Beer, we show
the human annotations in bold and italic (we shade in
red the mismatches with the human annotations).

H Matchings Extracted with SPECTRA

Synthetic Matchings. In Figure 2 we show the
extracted matchings with the three different SPEC-
TRA factors that we used in the paper for a syn-
thetic score matrix. The M:XOR-AtMostOne factor
constraints the alignment matrix Z ∈ RLP×LH

to be such that for each line i in Z, we have∑LH
n=1 zin = 1. For M:AtMostOne2 we have that

for each line i in Z,
∑LH

n=1 zin ≤ 1. And, finally,
the more constrained version of M:Budget is such
that for each line i in Z, we have

∑LH
n=1 zin ≤ B,

in which B is the Budget value.
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Figure 2: Extracted matchings with the SPECTRA
strategies for a synthetic 6× 8 matrix.

Examples extracted from SNLI. We show in
Figures 3, 4 and 5 some examples of matchings
extracted with the three different SPECTRA strate-
gies on the SNLI dataset. For these examples all
non-null entries in Z have value 1.

Examples extracted from HANS. We show in
Figure 6 examples of matchings extracted with
SPECTRA for the model trained on MNLI aug-
mented with HANS-like examples (Augmented).
For all these examples, the original MNLI model
without augmentation (Vanilla) classified the exam-
ples as entailment, whereas the Augmented model
correctly classified them as non-entailment. Inter-
estingly, the obtained matchings highlight the use
of the heuristics that HANS aims to target. How-
ever, the Augmented model is able to process the
information from the matchings in such a way that
it correctly classifies most non-entailment exam-
ples (see Table 7).

Matching extracted with SPECTRA - M:XORAtMostOne

reading

superhero

books

watching

a

Two

boys

Two

boys

are

personnel

Military

personnel

in

superhero

Military

are

shopping

the

show mall

Figure 3: Examples of extracted matchings with
M:XORAtMostOne. The premise is shown on the left
and the hypothesis is shown on the right.

Matching extracted with SPECTRA - M:AtMostOne2

with

a

green

has

been

A

woman

The

woman

headscarf

blue

a

very

big

shirt

and

grin

in

snowboarder

A

snowmobile

a

shot

A

on

a

wide

plain

of

snow

blizzard

Figure 4: Examples of extracted matchings with
M:AtMostOne2. The premise is shown on the left and
the hypothesis is shown on the right.

Matching extracted with SPECTRA - M:Budget

playing

drums

in

are

musicians

Four

men

The

men

very

orange

one

of

them

lighting

while

is

also

out

of

a

drinking

something

bottle

run

through

the

animals

Three

dogs

There

are

grass

while

shirts

wearing

colored

outdoors

Figure 5: Examples of extracted matchings with
M:Budget – the Budget value is set to 4. The premise
is shown on the left and the hypothesis is shown on the
right.
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saw

the

presidents

saw

the

The

tourists

The

presidents

stopped

the

The

secretary

the

tourists

Before

secretary

stopped

presidents

performed

the

The

athletes

If

manager

called

Lexical Overlap

Subsequence

Constituent

the

presidents

danced

the

tourist

the

athletes

performed

Figure 6: Examples of extracted matchings with SPEC-
TRA (Augmented) that highlight the three linguistic
heuristics of HANS: lexical overlap, constituent and
subsequence heuristics. The premise is shown on the
left and the hypothesis is shown on the right.


